See what students say about their graduate experience at Clayton State
University.
Master of Archival Studies
Monica Vineyard Randolph: It has been my distinct privilege to be a part of the inaugural class of the Masters of
Archival Studies program. Blessings and thanks to all who have built and will continue this outstanding program.

Master of Arts in Teaching English
Joy Elizabeth Cosby: The Master of Arts in Teaching English program at Clayton State University was the perfect fit
for me and helped me achieve the dual goal of completing a graduate program and earning state certification.
Shannon Colleen Edwards: Pursuing my graduate education here was a fantastic period in my life filled with
discovery, transformation, and intellectual challenge. I look forward to using the tools I have been given in my own
classroom.

Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics
Aaron Ashley Rafter: Graduating with a degree and certification to teach has already changed my life. It allowed
me to start a career in education within two weeks of graduation, and it has additionally given me the opportunity
to make a difference in other student's lives at Clayton State University.

Master of Business Administration
Gregory A. Allen: I am fortunate that my parents are still alive to see this.
Marsha Anne Anderson: Deciding to attend the MBA program at Clayton State University was a life changing
decision. The competencies gained in the program are invaluable; I am forever changed, with a new scientific
approach to thinking and communicating.
Cynthia Maria Atkins-Woods: Education is the key to life that opens many doors. For me to achieve an MBA is life
changing. Thanks to Clayton State University doors that were once closed will now open.
Danekia Loquris Bailey: Being a part of Clayton State University’s graduate program, Cohort 7, was a life changing
experience for me. From the group assignments and projects to the after hour, long study nights with my team
mates an unbreakable bond was established between my peers and I. The professors and students made every
class meeting worthwhile, and the knowledge and experience are truly one I will cherish for a life time!!!
Danté Bishop: While enrolled in the MBA program, I learned a vast amount of information above and beyond my
business undergrad degree, which is what makes obtaining a MBA worth the hard work, effort, and sacrifice.
Obtaining my MBA has been a challenging, yet exciting experience that will allow me to reach and exceed my
professional goals.
Pamela J. Brown: It has been a privilege to have had the opportunity to study along with the students and
professors of Clayton State University. My participation in the MBA program at Clayton has been intense but yet

rewarding. While increasing my knowledge in advance business decisions, I have grown both personally and
professionally.
Rose Kathleen May Carroll: I thank God for the ability and opportunity to learn. My experience in the Clayton
State MBA program was enriched by the friendships I made. Thank you to my family for their loving support.
Donnice E. Chubbs: Completing Clayton State University’s MBA program has been a rewarding experience. The
coursework increased my business acumen and developed my leadership skills. I have grown personally and
professionally, and look forward to a successful future.
Talisa R. Clark: I am super excited about obtaining my MBA. It has opened up many doors for me and my family. I
have accomplished many goals this year. I graduated with a 3.6 GPA, studied abroad in Turkey, and received a
senior position with my current employer. I am estatic to be a Clayton State University MBA graduate.
Diby Kevin Moy: Very challenging and engaging MBA program. I enjoyed working in small group with individuals
of diverse background and culture. I gain new business skills and knowledge that will benefit me throughout my
professional career.
Joseph M. Echols: I am extremely appreciative of Clayton State’s Faculty & Staff for motivating me to pursue a
higher degree, and giving me a lifetime of memories from the programs of study to my study abroad experience.
Gopu Arogya Reddy: Clayton MBA program is an excellent program for working professionals. It will prepare
graduates to lead organizations in a global environment. Clayton MBA Cohort format helps to build stronger
student networking and relationships.
Jacquelyn Antoinette Gordon: The graduate program at Clayton State University has given me the opportunity to
challenge myself in ways I never imagined. This experience will help me to make a greater impact on the world.
Kelsa L. Grays: Being a part of the MBA program at Clayton State University has been a rewarding experience. I
have expanded my knowledge of the global marketplace as well as forged relationships with some of the best
students and faculty around.
Nuntavan O. Howard: Furthering my education and completing my Masters degree has been such a rewarding
experience. I hope it will help advance my career and show my three boys what hard work and perseverance can
do.
Wendy Letitia Johnson: CSU, thanks for my life-long learning adventure. I will always cherish the memories.
Emmy Michelle Leeks: Being apart of the Clayton State Graduate degree program was a true testament of my faith
that I can do anything I want thru Christ.
Dustin Charles Leonard: By the end of my MBA program everything started to click. I feel that my time spent here
was very valuable. I can’t wait to move on to my next step in life.
Sedat Memnun: It is a great honor for me to be an MBA Graduate of Clayton State University. Clayton State will
always be an important part of my life, as this graduation is not the end, but the beginning !
Kimberly Elisa Nelson: Receiving an MBA from Clayton State University is an amazing achievement that stimulates
my professional character. While in the program, I was encourage to stretch beyond my comfort zone to achieve
the ultimate level of success. Working with a small group of assertive individuals has empowered me to excel
within my work and study habits. I thank God for giving me an opportunity to increase my personal and
professional skills at Clayton State University.

Xavier Jamar Pitts: Clayton State University’s AACSB accredited MBA degree with a Supply Chain Management
concentration allowed me to continue my logistics career while preparing me for an upper management logistics
profession.
Lonzy D. Robertson: The graduate degree program at Clayton State University has given me an opportunity to
begin another chapter in my life. I am excited about the possibilities ahead of me.
Isabel Pires Rogers: My MBA from Clayton State University is so much more than an achievement. It is the
concretization of a personal dream, filled with hard work, a great deal of patience, but also great times.
Ashtria Shavonne Danyale Scott: Obtaining my MBA from Clayton State University is a huge accomplishment. I
know my mom, brother and fiancé are so proud of me. It has been hard road to travel, but worth the journey.
Brandi Doréa Shelton: The MBA program at Clayton State University is perfect for working professionals. I feel
well prepared to make a significant contribution to my career endeavors, and I expect earning my MBA will foster
many more opportunities.
Michael Gary Smith: Clayton State’s MBA graduate program for business professionals has enriched my life with
the skills I have learned. Knowledge brings light to all generations. I appreciate the support of my family and
professors.
Anthony Stephenson: Earning my MBA at Clayton State University has shown that I have what it takes to pursue
my dreams and achieve my goals. Furthermore, the program’s team concept enabled me to form lifelong
friendships.
LaToria Chanel Wofford: I feel accomplished and I am honored to be a part of Clayton State University’s MBA
Program. I am able to take what I learned in class and apply it to the workplace.

Master of Health Administration
Kenneth E. Burnett: The Masters of Health Administration program in the School of Business at Clayton State
University has been a rewarding and stimulating experience. The faculty was absolutely amazing, their diverse
experience and knowledge made class a gratifying and enjoyable experience. I would like to give a special thanks
to – Dr. Michael Dalmat, Dr. Peter Fitzpatrick, Dr. Scott Stegal, Dr. Tom Mcilwain and of course Dr. Weinberg who
will be dearly missed. Each and every one of them was instrumental in preparing me for my future in healthcare!
Julie Powell-Crawford: The educational journey at Clayton State University has been amazing and challenging.
Thanks to God, my family, professors and classmates for providing the inspiration and knowledge. I am a better
person professionally and personally.
Jimmy R. Evans, Jr.: The ability to obtain a masters of health administration degree over the weekends and
evenings classes is absolutely great. My experience has been that the staff works hard to accommodate the
schedules of nontraditional students.
Christina Marie Fox: The teachers in the MHA program at Clayton State University are great mentors that
students are able to depend on and seek to for advice.
Jacqueline Marie Holliday
April Michelle Jackson: Clayton State University's graduate program has impacted my life tremendously. It's given
me a sense of fulfillment and eagerness to grow in the profession. I'm enthused about adding my new knowledge
to the health industry.

Janice Marie Price-Law: Obtaining my Masters represents a reward for returning to school as a mature student to
complete my Bachelor’s degree. I am both humbled and honored by the opportunity to further my studies.

Master of Science in Nursing
Phyllis K. Pruiksma: “To God be the Glory!” Completing my MSN is a fulfillment of a personal and professional
goal. I am very thankful to Dr. Susan Sanner who believed in me and encouraged me to pursue my MSN dream. A
special thanks to my wonderful husband Bob who has been so lovingly supportive during this journey.

